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Address ISC Konstanz 
Rudolf-Diesel-Straße 15 
78467 Konstanz

Country Germany

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Our primary aim is to contribute to the further decrease of the electricity generation costs of Si-based photovoltaics. 
In this way, we want to promote the wide-spread use of this technology.

Therefore we cooperate with leading companies and research facilities of the PV-sector.

We offer:

Evaluation of silicon feedstock by characterisation of solar cells produced thereof with variable processing steps.
Optimisation of existing and development of new processing steps and equipment for the industrial production of solar cells with high
efficiencies.
Development and testing of novel solar cell concepts.
small-series production of special as well as partially-processed solar cells applying customer-defined processing steps on our processing-
equipment.
Loss-analyses of solar cells and modules
Solar cell characterisation using our characterisation-equipment and running simulations.
Development of new characterisation-methods and -equipment.
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